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Image Completion is a technique to fill the missing or damaged region of image 
according some rules. The result of image completion is required to keep continuous 
and transit gentle. Image Completion is an important topic in image processing, and it 
can be widely used in photo repairing, image editing, object removal and so on. The 
method introduced by this paper is according to the characteristic of cartoon image. In 
this method the region for completing is divided to two parts: structure region and 
non-structure region, then using different method to repair the damaged region in each 
part. The result of this repairing method can be more continuously, and meets human 
visual habit better. The algorithm introduced by this paper can divided into three parts: 
1) structure extraction for cartoon; 2) structure completion for cartoon image; 3) 
non-structure region completion for cartoon image. 
The structure extraction of cartoon image first calculate the gradient value and 
gradient direction using second order difference algorithm, then select the feature 
point whose gradient value is local maximum using the non-maximum suppression 
method. After that, we choose start point and connect similar feature point to form a 
curve from both positive and negative direction of start point. Because we just need 
the structure near the unknown region to be completed so we choose the start near the 
unknown regions. The experiment result shows, our method, using second order 
difference to calculate gradient value, can extract the structure near unknown region 
effective. 
Structure completion for cartoon image is to repair the damaged structure of 
cartoon image. It  consists of two parts, connecting of structure curves and filling the 
structure in unknown region. The connection of curves first calculates the matching 
value of each structure curve pairs, and then chooses the pairs which have maximum 
matching value and interpolate the connecting curves to form a complete curve. The 
operation of filling the structure in unknown region first defines a cost function to 














whose cost is lowest, using the method of dynamic programming. 
At last, there are some regions without structure remains to be completed, after 
structure completion operation. We used the improved image completion algorithm 
based on exemplar to repair non-structure region. This method improved the original 
algorithm in three parts: the priority calculation, exemplar matching rule and rule of 
searching matching region. The experiment result shows, the improved algorithm is 
better than original algorithm in efficiency and effect. 
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填补定义从数学上表示，设 I为大小为 M*N的图像，待修复的破损区域用 Ω 表
示，其他区域用 Φ 表示，则有 Φ = I - Ω，待修复的区域中和无损区域相邻的边
界用 δΩ（δΩ ⊂ Ω）表示，如图 1-2所示。图像修复的目的就是要对图 1-2 (a)中
的 Ω 区域进行修复得到图 1-2 (b)所示 Ω 区域与其它区域顺畅地连接起来[3]。 
     




























信息后，提出了基于曲率扩散模型的图像修复技术，即 CCD（Curvature Driven 
Diffusion）模型修复技术[5]。在 CCD 模型基础上，Kang、Chan 和 Shen 考虑待
修复周围的几何信息，利用 Euler-Lagrange方程来实现图像修复的目的[6]。这类
采用扩散的修复方法还包括：Tsai A等人的基于变分理论的Mumford-Shah模型
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